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24th QUARTERLY MEETING – 16 May 2019 

Resthaven, Matatiele 

 

ITEM INPUTS 

1. Welcome, 
Introductions 
and Apologies 
 

Ayanda Cele (WWF), the UCPP deputy chairperson, welcomed everyone to the meeting 
 
Apologies: Basetsana Khathali (ANDM), Dean Ricketts (DEDEAT), Janine Renine (EWT),  
 
Introductions: by all; see attached register 

2. Minutes of 
the last 
meeting and 
matters arising 
 

Previous meeting minutes read adopted. 
 
Matters arising:  

 Melvin Charlie (DAFF EC) met with grazing associations, looking at conservation 
agreements, revising under operation Phakisa which is one of the fast tracking 
mechanisms led by the government to try and promote environmental sustainable 
development. Acknowledging what has been happening, work that has been developed by 
CSA, LIMA, ERS & INR, taking lessons and integrating into national policy on agriculture, 
range and forage management. Operation Phakisa has a veld fortification theme. 

 CREW outings:  Outings still happening, discovering new species which include the red 
data species 

 

3. Inputs and updates from partners 
 

a. SANBI RDI 
platforms 
(Dan’sile Cindi, 
SANBI) 

 SANBI definition of Ecological Infrastructure (EI): naturally functioning ecosystems that 
deliver available services to the people such as mountain catchments, rivers, wetland, 
nodes and corridors of natural habitat. Looking at interventions of investing in EI that also 
contribute towards a number of SGD’s especially SDG 17 partnerships and collaborations.  

 SANBI received funding for the past 3 years to do Research Development and Innovation 
(RDI) project at catchment level for EI. Demonstration catchments identified as global 
biodiversity hotspots needing interventions within the Boland mountain SWSA and 
uMzimvubu within Maloti Drakensburg strategic area 

 Current project of RDI is coming to an end in February 2020, pilot project; DST, SANBI 
and WRC have partnered again at catchment level to ensure that we enhance research 
innovation and impact through engaging community of practice in key catchments 
associated with SWSA.  

 Project partnering in for the period of 2019 – 2022 is building on what is existing, taking on 
lessons learnt and upscaling from uMzimvubu and Berg Breede. Upcoming phase 2 project 
has 3 clusters viz:- 

 Cluster 1:- enable collaboration and learning in SWSA’s across SA informed by research 
innovation and best practice.  

 Cluster 2: consolidate a network of social process practice and socio-ecological systems 
thinking practitioners across SA in order to develop a theory of change around our practice 
within and across catchment in SA.  

 Cluster 3: strengthening and expanding upon our practice of policy engagement and 
implementation of capabilities and approaches.  

 
Discussions 

 On landscape approach: how do you support governance structures, any case studies 
where you have supported them and how can one access that? - have uMzimvubu as a 
case study, also part of a team that looks at what governance structures we have, who 
needs to come in to plan and what support as SANBI can be given to those structures. In 
Berg Breede, there are forums that SANBI participate in and also try and engage with other 
partners in relevant structures within the catchment and their activities. SANBI attending 
UCPP and being as a signatory is one way of supporting structures. 

 Stewardship consultation in Queens Mercy. Lot of wetland and have experienced terrible 
floods and degradation, is it possible for SANBI to look for funding and start a wetland 
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rehabilitation project? - Unfortunately SANBI or Dan’sile’s division does not do operational 
projects on the ground but rather support projects on the ground. Unsure if SANBI could be 
able to lobby funds but through partnerships could be able to look at; who is working on 
wetlands rehabilitation which will show that investing in EI will support built infrastructure; 
with such motivations, funds can be sourced. Through collaborating platforms like these we 
could be able as partners to see what is happening there; who is working there that could 
be able to come up with funds for rehabilitation. 

 Important to find out if there is any organisation working in that area, there could be one 
already or maybe the scope is large.  

 There has been a working for wetlands project in the Queens Mercy wetlands for the past 
10 years but have never been able to collaborate with them. There are people working 
there but we don’t know what they are doing or how they doing it. 

 Suggestion to have some engagement with stakeholders that are currently working there 
so that we can jointly strategies on how to approach the issues that we are talking about 
now.  

 How can other projects get involved with the RDI “phase 2”? - A number of partners have 
identified that are going to be approached to work with Rhodes university and Tsitsa 
project. ERS, Living lands that are currently coordinating the current project will also form 
part because we want to expand the scope of work, there is going to be CSA, WWF 
because they are also stakeholders in this catchment  

 Is there an opportunity for others to venture into collaborating with RDI? What are 
processes that need to be followed? And is there a strategy on how we can roll down to 
other catchment level? Specifically lower catchment - fortunately it will not be starting from 
stretch because DST and DEA have a footprint at the lower catchment through the Tsitsa 
project. The upper catchment partnership has been trying, making an effort to engage with 
all stakeholders. Exercise that will be of most importance for this project will be a scoping 
exercises; looking at who are stakeholders in the catchment, who is doing what where. In 
those areas where there is someone working and there is a gap in between; what are we 
doing in those areas, can we get people to find themselves working there, why is no body 
working there, challenges they facing, these will be answered through the scoping. The aim 
is to get everyone working together collaboratively 

 It may be of value if maybe at the next meeting we get the approach for rolling out the 
process, including the scoping exercise so that we can be able to start identifying other 
stakeholders as there is a lot of interest from a lot of stakeholders. 

 

b. SANBI RDI 
communication 
strategy 
session 
feedback (Liezl 
le Roux, Living 
Lands) 

 Through the RDI project held a communication learning exchanges from the 14 – 15 May 
2019 looking at how we share lessons as we acknowledge that catchments are complex 
and diverse, full of scale or entities of big scale. 

 How do we group different ways of communicating, how do we group people in different 
realms as that informs how we communicate, 3 groupings formulated;  

 
1. Academic realm – communicate to inform further research; provide data but also receive 
data and also answer questions from the landscape and it’s a vice versa  

   Actors: -  Academics - people doing active research, seniors, students, teachers and also      
   learners from early childhood development to tertiary education  
   Practitioners; could be community members, civil society organisations like ERS or Living  
   Lands as well as farmers have information exchange  
  Tools; publications, scientific articles, event reports, developing curriculums,   
  presentations and having more forums 

 
2. Policy realm communicate to inform the implementation of policies that exist – how do we 
bring policy to reality, who do we need to communicate with and how do we need to 
communicate, and also leverage further investment, being the voice of the landscape 
ensuring that everyone is heard. 

  Actors: policy advisors; policy makers and understanding how knowledge brokers or    
  people getting information  
  Tools: need for quick data and fast stats, involves legal processes. Forums, learning 
exchanges and presentations,  

 
3. The popular realm communicate to understand the needs of the general public and 
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institutions doing action on the ground; learn together; provide information; gather 
information – continuous learning exchange.  

  Actors: general public, different interest groups and institutions.  
  Institutions that work within the popular realm; traditional authorities, municipalities, civil  
  Society that might also appear in other realms as they play a lot of roles.  
  Tools: more popular media; newspapers, magazines, social media, video clips, art through    
  theatre or song or visual art, presentations form a smaller potion but different role in the   
  Popular realm.  

 
Questions, comments and discussions 

 Strategies for communicating the message; is citizen science highlighted? As it is a much 
clearer and innovative way of communicating messages especially to the popular realm. – 
forms part of an exchange between the popular realm and the academic.  

 
Next process: consolidate into a 2 pager that will have info-grams as a tangible document. 
Circulated to partners for inputs and comments over a short timeframe of not more than 3 
days. This will be a working document. It should be noted that such documents like the 
communication strategy are alive documents, as things change, it also gets reviewed and 
revived as changes are happening 
 

c. Tsitsa 
project update 
(Anthony Fry, 
Rhodes Uni & 
Chris Jackson, 
LIMA) 

Brief overview of the Tsitsa project: an ecological restoration project formerly known as 
NLEIP, Ntabelanga-Laleni Ecological Infrastructure project.  

 Stems from the uMzimvubu water project which is the development of dams across the 
Tsitsa catchment; large dam construction planned to provide portable water and poverty 
alleviation to nearby areas regarding socio-economic opportunities by the Department of 
Water and Sanitation.  

 DEA doing restoration project, standard working for water project implemented. This was 
underplayed by research from Rhodes university, a lot of data collection around vegetation 
and sediment transport in the  

 Part of the governance group: trying to understand all the governance stakeholders that 
are taking part and trying to be the social infrastructure that can support the EI then may 
look at the physical infrastructure. Another research group is looking at building capacity, 
e.g. have had citizen technicians that have been taking detailed sediment samples along 
the Tsitsa river for the last 5 years, they have just been doing monitoring and data 
collection 

 The project aims to build capacity of local community member  

 Working closely with implementing agents of the WfW and trying to move to where 
research and action are speaking to each other directly, LIMA has come in to help with 
that. 

 
Chris (LIMA) – implementers on the grounds from research done and information gathered 
by Rhodes university. 

 Have recently joined the project, conducted a couple of meetings in May, have community 
liaisons on the ground, working with Rhodes researchers and the community  

 Current restoration plan in the catchment is the WfW through clearing teams, dry land 
restoration teams who are working with vetiver grass to stop gully erosion and sheet 
erosion in the area.  

 LIMA’s role is also to connect the Tsitsa project to other projects in SA mainly UCPP and 
take lessons learnt  

 Trying to get ecorangers to assist with the grazing agreements. Also try green economy 
activities like biochar, getting wattle clearing teams to start using biomass and get the 
benefit - income to improve their livelihoods by turning it into an asset.  
 
Questions, comments and discussions 

 Who is funding the project implementation at Tsitsa and who is funding the research? 
What does the restoration project involve, activities except wattle clearing? - Project funded 
by DEA, also international civil society organisations funding some of the parts of the 
project.  

 Restoration project: wattle clearing teams (about 90 beneficiaries clearing), nurseries 
where the community is growing vetiver grass that will be used for gully erosion. For the 
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last 4 years there has been gully gabions and silt trapping. 

 Challenges is; there are no exit strategies, as soon as funds are exhausted, implementers 
walk away, It would be more important to set up cooperatives and empower them so that 
they can be able to raise funds and continue clearing after the implementers have done 
first phase - Trying to turn issues into assets, to create markets for the wattle so that it 
encourages people to clear, biochar, wattle fodder for livestock in winter. Funding for a 
short-term, trying to apply the best sustainable restoration efforts on the landscape.  

 In areas where clearing is taking place where they can be transformed into rangelands 
post clearing, make sure those areas do not get invaded because there is nothing 
happening i.e. no production on the land. These are the areas where ecorangers and 
rangeland management interventions could be implemented. Build capacity on certain 
individuals on EI as there is a linkage with SANBI RDI platforms. It is important for those 
that are empowered to be able to take the message to the broader community especially 
the traditional authorities where decisions are made and other governing structures within 
those communities. 

d. Watershed 
Protected area 
(Nicky McLeod, 
ERS) 

 The watershed is a transfrontier boundary with Lesotho. Situated in a SWSA. Focus in the 
North-eastern part of the catchment, starting to move westwards, the Tsitsa Maclear area 
where the Ntabelanga project is, wildcoast offset downstream, the 20 year vision of 
covering the whole catchment in the long term. 

 Underlying premise is; eroded governance which has led to eroded landscapes and 
stewardship is about looking after the land. Need to bring in incentives for good 
stewardship which will restore cooperative governance.  

 Linking with the world heritage corridor with the ONR on the SA and Lesotho side. All 6 
Chiefs are on board and have signed letter of intent to declare the upper areas as some 
form of protected areas. Makhoba and Mzongwana areas approved for nature reserve 
during panel review for biodiversity declaration. Still a lot of process to be done in line with 
the legislation.  

 Sibi, Nkosana, Moshesh and Lebenya are still to be assessed and are challenging 
because of the shale gas mining application over them. Appeal under judicial review.  

 Extensive consultation has come up with a “wish list” of what people in those areas want to 
see linked with stewardship. The outreach and declaration process is being funded by 
GEF5 and GreenTrust through UCP partners.  

 Looking at capacity building around catchment management, committee skills, managing 
how things can happen on the ground so that we can have effective management authority 
for the watershed protected area, which is grounded in the land rights holders with some 
technical advice from conservation agencies. Planned training in mid-June for the 6 
Chieftainship areas. 

 
Comments and discussions 

 Can be linked with uKhahlamba both from tourism and conservation perspective also 
linking the Southern Lesotho is going to make a big impact.  

 Why was the application let through when there were so many appeals? Legal process 
happening in the background which AgriSA and Rupert foundation is funding through 
farmers in the area because they stand to lose a lot, dependent on the ground water as is 
Matat. A judicial review is saying the appeal should have never been dismissed, the 
authorisation should have never been issued, and there are so many technicalities, 
constitutional issues before we can get to the environmental water impact. 

 Stakeholder to add their activities on the “wishlist” to make sure community needs are 
addressed 

 Dansile to make a link with a stakeholder at a national level for the wetland rehabilitation 
as indicated on the “wish list” 

 Colleagues doing wetland rehabilitation at the uMngeni catchment, UEIP, approach them 
and find out how they doing it and where do they get the source of funding and get advice 
thereof 

 Dean (DEDEAT) sits on the provincial wetlands forum and there is a provincial wetlands 
coordinator, Unathi (DEA), Dean to make linkages and contact Nomthunzi. 

 Agricultural development – CSA working on a plan; focusing on food security as a theme 
for ecofutures. Starting a process where we engage on the social enterprise  

 Biomass value chain; working with ERS on biochar, concern is; is it worth doing it in terms 
of the market, investing our time and resources, it might work in terms of the environmental 
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benefit, but is it work it for the business. No market for biochar in South Africa, still 
exploring that element, working with Avocado vision. Unit with CI called CI ventures – 
funding some of the products, particularly biochar and charcoal, there is a concern that, is it 
worth funding these enterprises economically, unless there is a government willing to buy it 
but from a customer perspective, still trying to identify that  

e. Ecofuture: 
Citi foundation 
and FRF (Amos 
Nkonyeni, CSA 
& Mme Sissie, 
ERS) 

 Ecofutures programme started on the 01st April 2019. Criteria was to employ youth 
between 18 – 35 years, passed matric and shouldn’t have been employed before, in 
possession of SA ID.  

 Message sent through the traditional authority for youth in Makhoba and Sibi. Most didn’t 
have matric as they stop schooling at grade 10 and go to vocational school. 

 Recruitment, 28 people at Sibi, struggle at Makhoba as we couldn’t get 20 to interview. 
Requirements; written pre-qualification exam.  

 Interviews: a lot did well. Picked up issues and looked at all circumstances as most have 
never thought of a career in an environmental field, most wanted to be preachers, career in 
agriculture or  computer science.  

 First week of orientation consisted of field work to familiarise them with the environment 
and how to manage the environment, attended an auction, did first aid training and OHS 

 They do monthly written reports and also report backs at the tribal authority, the Chiefs are 
very appreciative, cooperative.  

 Those who would like to come and motivate the kids are welcomed.  . It has been a 
learning curve for everyone as we are moving along in this programme, what we learning 
will help us design the programme better. Grateful for everyone who has come and shown 
support. 

 
Amos presentation: CSA working in Mvenyane within schools’ system which is different to 
how ERS works with school leavers.  

 The challenge is balancing what they doing within the school’s curriculum, and what we 
doing out of ecofutures. 

 Have engaged them in an expo where many of partners showed their work and activities. 
Have 5 themes; water security, sustainable energy, biodiversity, recycling and food security 
focusing on the triple bottom line, the importance of the theme itself economically, 
environmentally and socially.   

 Working on developing a toolkit that will help develop infograms around the 5 themes 
described and deemed relevant for this landscape. Draft toolkit will be shared with then 
infograms developed from it.  

 Work with schools in the form of demonstrations rather than being theoretical. For example 
food security, there should be a garden at the school or if its energy they should see a 
solar system, providing computer literacy - critical skills that we all need to have.  

 There is a concern with the economic part, issues around the development of these 
products; who is willing to buy green products, for example have been trying to develop a 
charcoal as a product, how one differentiates between charcoal that is green and not.  

 The idea is not trying to have X number of people who are part of the programme but 
trying to change their mind-set so that people can think different around the environment. 

 
Comments, questions and discussions. 

 Is there any way that we can assist those who want to be tourists, maybe a learning 
exchange - On tourism; look at integrating with Department of Education school tours into 
nature reserve to get a feel of conservation.  

 Struggling with breaking into the organic market, started getting farmers accredited but  
accreditation is expensive and for rural farmers its extremely difficult because it’s done on a 
commercial scale 

Woolworths is a potential market but a lot of red-tape in terms of meeting the market 
demand and quality. 

f. Update on 
UCP strategic 
review (Nicky 
McLeod, ERS) 

 From 12 – 13 February, review of the 5-year implementation phase of the UCPP 20-year 
strategy implemented in 4 phases, currently into 6 years of the initial phase of 
implementation 

 Main goal: healthy ecosystem function of uMzimvubu catchment, providing services and 
benefiting local & downstream people  

 The review was unpacking, what is UCPP, why do we survive and interesting that we are 
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aligned with the SDG’s overarchingly SDG 17 forming partnerships to achieve the goal  

 Came out with a mission statement: Together we do more for people and environment in 
the uMzimvubu Catchment.  

 UCPP is not a legal entity, not registered, not a cc or PTY or section 21, it’s a 
collaborative, an alliance of organisations that believe in the mission and all want to move 
in the same direction. Has no ability to be a fundraiser or an implementer by itself, it only 
exists because of the partners.  

 Organogram: chairperson (Joyce), deputy chairperson (Thando and Ayanda), secretariat 
performed by ERS with some support from CSA, debated about having a coordinator? 
Have informal working groups and task teams made up of all the partners. 

 Consolidated document, still being reviewed by the internal core team and will be shared 
widely with all partners for feedback. 

 Purpose; to be a co-created platform for proactive networking, sharing, learning and 
mobilising resources and knowledge through collaboration.  

 What we agreed on: - more learning exchanges; M&E with more citizen science, 
communication strategies. Need to capture and share lessons to influence better policy; 
youth engagement and participation; building the green business value chain; monitoring 
and evaluation framework to compare, who is doing what and get the collective impact of 
the catchment and on lives; securing land through good stewardship; replicating into the 
wider catchment -; understanding who is doing what, where and how do we learn, share, 
collaborate, support Tsitsa. 
 

Questions, discussions and comments 
Does UCPP have a legal registration - UCPP is a collaborative platform with no legal 
registration. Funding comes through partners for the collaborative work. 
 

g. M&E 
framework and 
Dartmouth 
college themes 
(Julie Snoek, 
Dartmouth) 

 Current monitoring practices understand the number of hectors where wattle has been 
removed, the quality and quantity of grassland and water. The challenge is, data is often 
collected irregularly so we don’t know sufficiently what is really happening, no holistic 
picture. Monitoring only done when time and resources are available. Solution: setting up a 
systematic monitoring programme 

 
Proposed monitoring plan 

- Ecological function; positive social impacts and understanding how the actions we 
implementing are creating change in the whole catchment basin 

How Dartmouth is contributing to the M&E planning and the roles they bringing to it? 
Don’t have a lot of capacity as they only come once a year for 13 days or so. Have about 4 
research projects that they can do over a period of 13 days, concentrated and limited to that 
timeframe. Proposed themes for this year: 

- Land use, land cover change – Looking at remote sensing images of changes to 
wattle over time; Ground truthing – examining the woody grass cover and combining 
with meat naturally  

- Landscape and livelihoods approach – included the sustainable livelihoods 
framework as it incorporates the human, natural, financial, social and physical 
capital. Understand more how people’s livelihoods are improving over time  

- Youth empowerment – talking to individuals who have spent 3 months in the 
programme and understanding what has changed.  More awareness and a need to 
develop an EI economy for the youth to make a business supporting the 
environment. 

- Other areas where Dartmouth can contribute: contribute to the communications 
strategy, thinking about developing presentations that can be shared to the public, 
putting together a video on EI, creating fact sheets, writing policy briefs etc.  

 
Questions, discussions and comments 

 Request to explore the social impact theme: mostly implementers focus on the 
deliverables and the issue is what is the impact of that, for example in computer literacy 
training what is the impact and how are we going to measure. Also look at the impact even 
beyond the project. - Need to look at a matrix of all interventions currently taking place then 
find different tools to measure each impact    

 Assistance to develop a syllabus for youth groups we engaging with, using materials that 
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we are collecting and putting loosely together, be combined and we tested properly. Need 
a more structured training matrix - This could be looked at in the form of outputs through 
questionnaires or surveys with the youth to see what might be useful for their training, what 
are the things they learning and gaining, what are the areas they see that they would like to 
learn more on, also talking to individuals within the traditional council to know about what 
do they see as a need for youth in their areas 

 Request to look at the encroachment and development in the wetlands around Khoapha 
area, study on the impacts especially of health concern  

 Would Dartmouth be able to fill in the gap of the data collection frequency? - land use land 
cover change could be a long term consistent project for systematic data collection that the 
students could be a part of. The data collected would be complementary of what has 
already been collected within the catchment basin. There could develop something that is 
supporting those gaps. There could be a long study that could be developed looking at the 
social long term vulnerability and it would be consistent. It’s possible to fill in gaps within 
the yearly visits, providing information that could be consistent over the years. 

 Those who are interested and would like to participate in the Dartmouth in a specific 
research theme should contact Julie or the secretariat    

h. N2 Wild 
Coast 
biodiversity 
offsets project 
update (Lumko 
Mboyi, ECPTA)  

 N2 development from Port Edward to East London, a lot of objection around the project 

 RoD issued by DEA with conditions that will allow the project to continue realising the 
socio-economic benefits of it. Detrimental environmental impacts identified so DEA 
commissioned a biodiversity offset report and the offset agreement was signed by the DEA 
and SANRAL. 

 Aim: expand existing protected areas through negotiating with land owners, Chief’s and 
various stakeholders. Focus around grassland areas, looking at wetlands and forest 
rehabilitation. 

 Project signed in June 2018 and will be running for 10 years which coincides with the 
proposed construction timeframes. Currently into the first year of planning phase, 9 years 
left with possibility of going further or be amended.  

 SANRAL funding the project. Currently in phase 1,  

 Areas of focus; tourism, rehabilitation, stewardship & PAES, researchers 

 Invitation to attend a stakeholder forum on the 22 May 2019 at the Lusikisiki Resource 
Centre. 

 Currently have 5 people on the outreach team tasked to get people to agree to an 
alternative land use practise, then can start looking at declaration processes 

 
Questions, comments and discussions 

 What are offsetting and the process thereof? - last case resort in the mitigation hierarchy. 
During an EIA; either avoid an area; reduce the impact that the project will have on the 
area, but if it’s unavoidable find alternative areas that can be compensated for the 
distraction by ensuring that other areas are under heavier protection than they previously 
could be i.e. protecting another environment because you destroying another one or 
recreate a new one. 

 The Ntsubane forest, gives a scene of an island by geography if you cut a road there, how 
is it going to be offset? -  offset highlighted the rich areas, so the protection could cover a 
wider area with the settlement in it, and then have a management plan that allows for 
settlements to be part of.  

 

4. Announcements from partners 

a. Upcoming auction dates 
 

23rd May 2019 at Ongeluksnek in Thaba Chicha 

b. Funding and training opportunities CI ventures looking into funding – soft loan – below prime rate, 
willing to fund enterprises in restoration – such as alien clearing 

5. Next meeting date 31 July 2019  
Venue: Outspan Inn 

  

Signature: __________________________ 

All presentations are uploaded on the UCPP website under meeting records: www.umzimvubu.org 

http://www.umzimvubu.org/

